As possibly one of the first law firms in Hong Kong to make the
move to Microsoft Office 365, a cloud-based service, for legal
document management, I’m happy to share our experiences
with my fellow practitioners. For those considering this move, I
hope to make the case that the benefits are worthwhile.

WHY WE MADE THE MOVE

After about eight months in the proverbial cloud, I must say
that our firm (comprising of 8 lawyers and some 12 supporting
staff) is happy with the technological leap forward. Reverting to
our old ways now seems unthinkable.

The sheer frustration of accessing documents remotely was the
primary driving force. I am a lawyer who travels frequently to
attend client matters, and remote access to law firm file
information is vital. However, outside of the office, using a
VPN/cloud-NAS to access documents stored on a file server is
typically slow and clumsy. Online editing is generally unavailable, with documents needing to be downloaded, edited, and
then uploaded again. With Office 365, I can access and edit
documents from anywhere using my laptop, iPad, web browser,
or simply my mobile phone.

BEFORE OFFICE 365
Prior to Office 365, we resembled many other law firms in
Hong Kong. We were using a somewhat dated version of Microsoft Office, with which we were reluctant to spend the effort on
upgrading. Our email service was hosted by our domain
registrar, and everyone in the office was using Microsoft
Outlook on their PCs for email and contacts management
(mostly client information such as office addresses, phone
numbers, and email addresses), resulting in multiple copies of
individual pieces of information residing in decentralised PCs.
As a result, in addition to the great deal of duplicated information, there was also a lot of unnecessary effort involved.
Our firm’s case documents lived in a file server connected to a
Network Attached Server (NAS). We diligently managed daily
data backups and maintained the IT infrastructure ourselves.
Fortunately, we managed to avoid disaster including fire, flood,
and ransomware attack.

While we discovered many unforeseen benefits after switching
to Office 365 (to be discussed later), I was initially compelled to
consider it for the following reasons.

Mobility

Access for external consultant-lawyer
Some solicitors practise on a self-employed consultancy basis.
They focus on introducing client business to the law firm but
are generally not required to work full-time on legal-technical
matters. However, they still need to be appraised of the matter
progress. Therefore, occasional unfettered access to the matter
files is essential for maintaining business relationships with
clients. With Office 365, I can provide them with controlled
off-site access to the files they need, without a lot of emailing
back and forth.
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Flexibility

8) Training sessions for users and the administrator

Travel to the office during regular peak hours is a pain. If there
is an option to work from home-office then my time will be
better spent. For my part, I work on a home-office basis, and take
breaks when desired. Occasionally; I like to take an afternoon nap
(which is not feasible as a matter of office etiquette!) or use the
clubhouse pool in-between virtual meetings. I can now handle
the same caseload with a more relaxed mind and a healthier
body.

Tasks 1 through 4 were relatively clear-cut given the specialist
experience of the OSS, with an affordable one-time service fee
chargeable on a per user basis. For task 1, we opted for the
Office 365 Business Premium package. Post completion, we also
subscribed to a managed services support package, provided by
the OSS, which adds HK$38 per month to the base license fee
per user. With it, we receive unlimited support over the phone
or through instant messaging, and off-site assistance via remote
access.

If I need to meet a client in the office, I can travel during non-peak
hours - which is an absolute pleasure. In any case, most clients
try to avoid physical meetings these days if possible, preferring
to use electronic means such as email or video conferencing.
Microsoft's Skype For Business - part of the Office 365 suite offers superior video and audio quality; as well as more business
features than the free Skype Personal version.

HOW WE MADE THE MOVE
Our move to Office 365 was quick and painless. As a subscriptionbased Software as a Service (SaaS), we could have signed up
and begun using it within minutes. However, there were some
system configuration, setup, and migration factors, for which we
used the help of a Microsoft-accredited Office 365 Onboarding
Service Specialist ("OSS") with experience in SharePoint - the
component of Office 365 that is the document management
platform.
From inception to completion, with the assistance of the OSS, we
went through the following tasks in 3 months:

We paid the OSS for their work on tasks 5 through 7, principally
according to the volume of data and setup involved. With our
specific requirements, it came to under HK$90K, and training
was complimentary.
Overall, the fees are reasonable for a project of this size, the
transition was smooth and on schedule, and the OSS remains
helpful in responding promptly to our post-completion requests
for assistance.

WHAT WE ENDED UP WITH
The main components of Office 365 are:
v'

v'

v'

1) Office 365 subscription plan selection.
2) General configuration of the Office 365 tenant, including
domain setup.

v'
v'

3) Setup for each user account covering partners, consultants,
trainees, and support staff.
4) Email and contacts information migration (from the desktop
MS Outlook to Office 365 Mail) and cutover management.
5) SharePoint design, configuration, and development.
6) Legacy data - extract, transform, load (ETL).
7) Document migration from our NAS to Office 365.

Exchange Online - For email, contacts, and calendars
accessed from Outlook on a PC or Mac, and Outlook
Web using a browser or from any mobile device.

Skype for Business - Instant messaging, voice and
video calling, online meetings, etc.
Share Point Online - Collaboration sites for document
and information storage, as well as sharing in one
centralised location.
OneDrive for Business - Private document storage for
each user and sharing with others on permission basis.
Office Apps - That run on a PC or Mac, as well as mobile versions for tablets and phones. A browser-based
version of each Office application can be used to access
and edit documents from any browser.

We set up SharePoint to act as our legal document management
system, but we also set up sites to contain the rest of our
documents, using a simple site structure resembling the
following:

Legal Portal

Case
Centre

Precedents

Finance

Admin

Partners

For more information, please visit www.bomsolutions.com
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Legal Portal
This is a landing page that is used for firm-wide announcements,
news, interesting links, etc.

Case Centre
Special attention was paid to the setup of the Case Centre to
enable us to register client and case information on the site. It
also allows us to access file-related case documents in a familiar
client/ case folder structure. These registers are now the single
source of truth for client and case details. We can now quickly find
cases using a keyword search (client, case type, etc.) and navigate
directly from there to any case folder. From a management point
of view, the partners can quickly find the business portion by
practice areas (litigation, commercial, etc.) or by lawyers for a
defined time period.

Precedents
On the Precedents page, we set up a document library for each of
the lawyers and trainees, where they could individually manage
their own precedent documents. Read-only permission in each
library for other team members was also set up. Making great
use of Microsoft Azure, authorised users can now search and
view those precedents on screen, but are not permitted to print,
download, or forward them unless given dedicated permission
from the owner.

Other
Other pages, such as Finance, Admin, HR and Partners were set
up for departments with access restricted to those responsible for
their content. Any documents created on or uploaded to these
sites are only accessible by those with specific access to the pages.

Online and offline access
Sometimes I'm not anywhere near my computer but need access
to a document - I might even need to revise it. With Office 365, I
can do so from any browser and at any time, such as during an
ad hoc client meeting at Starbucks Cafe when I don't have my
laptop.
Conversely, there are times when I want access to specific client
files while I am travelling but not connected to the internet. It
happened to me with an urgent client matter while holidaying
on the Cote d'Azur, where in France, as opposed to the United
States, they apparently ban online office work at the beach! With
Office 365, I can simply select the folders I want to have access to
while offline, and the contents is then synced to the hard drive
of my laptop. With or without an internet connection I can work
on the documents, and whenever I am online again, the changes
will be automatically synced to Office 365.

File versioning

Here are just some of the features of Office 365 that provided
significant benefits and productivity gains - in some cases
unforeseen.

With Office 365, each time a team member edits a document, the
previous version of the document is saved and a new version
number is generated. We can now see any document's editing
history, including all changes that have been made, by whom,
and when. If an unwanted change is made, any previous version
of the document can be viewed and restored. If a document
becomes corrupted, there's no need to revert to a backup
somewhere - I can simply restore the last good version.

Finding things, fast

Backups

At times, searching for a relevant case or legal precedent
documents on our traditional NAS was cumbersome. It typically
involved navigating a folder structure that someone else had
devised, while visually scanning unnecessarily long file names.
It was often required that you actually open and view the
documents to confirm if you had the right file.

Below are a number of factors that reduce the need for us to
make our own backups of the files:

Now, with information and documents stored in SharePoint, we
are able to enter a few words into a search box, and the search,
which encompasses the entire site collection (client matters,
precedents, finance, etc.), looks at document names, keyword
tags, as well as within the documents themselves. In milliseconds,
Google-like search results are listed in order of relevance.

2) Microsoft performs a full backup of our data every 12 hours,
along with an incremental backup every 5 minutes. These
backups are kept for 14 days. In the event of serious data
loss, I can make a service request for Microsoft to restore the
entire previous state of Office 365 within a chosen five-minute
timeframe.

HOW WE BENEFITED

Secure file sharing and collaboration
Previously, email attachments were the only way we could
share and collaborate on a document. With Office 365, I can now
invite an external party, such as an outside counsel, to access
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and review documents that reside in our file repository; instead
of constantly emailing back and forth, for example those bulky
Bundles of Agreed Documents. I can also give them permission
to edit the document, with automatic versioning to help me track
changes. I can even place a time limit on when their access to the
document automatically expires. Furthermore, with documents
stored in Office 365, co-authoring in MS Word enables us to work
on a document together, at any time, without interfering with
each other's changes.
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1) All deleted files are placed in the site recycle bin where they
remain recoverable for 90 days, after which they are moved
to a second-stage recycle bin where they are recoverable for
an additional 90 days by the site administrator.

3) Our data stored in Microsoft's datacentre is a protected SQL
Server (database) replication, and further copies through
peer replication between datacentres.
For more information, please visit www.bornsolutions.com
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IN CONCLUSION AND THE WAY
FORWARD
Our move to Office 365 has had a positive
impact on our firm in general, and on
myself in particular. I am no longer worried
about the state of our hardware, backups,
or software upgrades. While our files are
securely accessible from anywhere, they
are safe from ransomware attack or any
other disaster. When it comes to combating
computer malware, I don't think any
lawyer or IT service provider in town can
do a better job than Microsoft. Norton/
Kaspersky internet security software is now
history for my firm.

Saving in fees
While there are many different Office 365 packages to choose
from, the most commonly chosen is the one with a base price of
just HK$97 per user per month. The number of subscriptions,
as well as the choice of package, can be adjusted according to
the manpower requirements of the firm. During the summer,
we have an influx of interns, so we increase the subscription
volume. When summer is over, we simply reduce it and pay
lesser fees. Gone are the days of purchasing a perpetual licence
for Microsoft Office Professional at roughly HK$3,000 per user,
with additional fees payable upon upgrade.

RISK MANAGEMENT
All practitioners are aware of our general duty to keep client
matter information confidential and not to divulge information
to third-parties, unless it is with the client's consent.
One way to maintain the integrity of the data stored on the
cloud is to encrypt the electronic data files prior to them being
transmitted to the Office 365 platform. SharePoint and OneDrive
engage SSL /TLS connections over the internet with 2048-bit keys.
For data at rest, both disk-level and file-level encryption is used.
BitLocker is used to encrypt all data on disk (e.g. database files)
while each file (or file chunk with large files) is encrypted using
its own encryption key. Both types of encryption use encryption
keys that are stored in physical locations separate from the data.
And both use Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) with 256bit keys, which is US Federal Information Processing Standard
(FIPS) 140-2 compliant. Theoretically, it will take an unauthorised
person hundreds of years to decrypt such files, even if they made
use of the most powerful computers and algorithms available.
From a best practice point of view, it is desirable to include a
statement in a law firm's retainer letter, making clients aware of
your law firm's use of third-party cloud storage.

Initially, we were apprehensive about
moving to the cloud. But after careful
analysis of the risks, the chief concern was
how our team would adapt to the new
system. After a short parallel run in the initial phase - to iron out
typical user inertia towards change - everyone now continues
to create and manage documents using familiar tools and has
been provided with more flexibility in how and where to work.
Not to mention that the several typhoons last year did nothing to
interrupt my firm's business operations.
I could have continued as I always had, but technology and
people are changing, and I wanted to move with the times. In
any case, the younger, always-connected workforce - who have
grown up with smartphones, social media, and search engines expect to have anywhere anytime access to the latest information.
I want to acquire and retain these bright young people on my
staff and enable them to do their best for the firm.
Looking forward, making use of Office 365, I want to implement
a flexi-office or home-office mode of work for the law firm to
the fullest extent possible. Ideally every team member will, by
default, work from home, with the physical office serving the
prime purpose of a being a meeting place with client. Hopefully,
this will save rental costs by reducing redundant office space. It's
not even that much of a remote possibility. If TaoBao can empty
the previously bustling streets of shoppers in mainland China,
then Office 365 could be instrumental in lowering law firms'
demands for office space.
Overall Office 365 has offered my firm higher productivity and
staff retention capability, which in return has reduced cost and
increased revenue. For my part, I thoroughly enjoy working
between the cloud and the swimming pool. But wife stands to
benefit the most, now that I can spend more time at home with
her.
By Andrew Law, Robinsons, Lawyers
For more information, please visit www.bomsolutions.com
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